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ABSTRACT
This paper proposes a system to obtain the depth order of frames
in image sequences using motion occlusion cues. The system first
computes the forward and backward flows with the previous and
next frames and estimates the occluded points. To obtain a region
representation of the image, a Binary Partition Tree (BPT) is cre-
ated for each frame. To estimate occlusion relations in the image,
projective flow models are fitted to all regions in the image. The
depth order solution is obtained by minimizing over the tree struc-
ture a cost function based on occlusion relations and the number of
regions.

Results show that optical flow algorithms can be used directly to
estimate occlusion points. Promising results are obtained combining
motion occlusions and region information by means of a BPT. Eval-
uation is performed comparing current state-of-the-art algorithms on
figure/ground assignments, showing that the performance of the pro-
posed system is comparable to current algorithms.

Index Terms— Optical flow, occlusion, depth ordering, binary
partition tree

1. INTRODUCTION

When facing to an image sequence, humans are capable to infer the
relative depth of the moving scene with ease. This information can
be represented by a depth partition. Detecting how an object moves
in relation with other objects in the scene is an obvious perceptual
task. Computers are also able to determine how objects in a scene
move thanks to optical flow estimation techniques. Commonly, these
systems use two images, Ia and Ib, attempting to find for each pixel
in Ia a displacement to match one pixel in Ib. Many state of the art
algorithms tackle the problem using variational calculus [1, 2, 3] im-
posing scene illumination constraints such as brightness constancy.
This approach suffers from the aperture problem [4], so smoothness
on the fields is also assumed.

However, when objects move, some areas in the images become
occluded, and some others become disoccluded. That is, due to ob-
ject movement, there are some pixels in Ia that cannot be viewed
in Ib (occluded), and vice versa (disoccluded). Several alternatives
exist to estimate occlusions from optical flows. With some a priori
information about the scene structure, the approach in [?] attempts
to find them by defining a fixed number of depth layers. The dis-
placed frame difference (DFD) can also detect occlusion [5] at points
where the DFD exceeds a fixed threshold. In [6] the symmetry of the
forward and backward flows is used, although sometimes mismatch
between both flows makes this approach unreliable. Unlike the pre-
viously cited systems, in addition to pixel occlusions, the proposed
algorithm incorporates region, and thus more global, information to
occlusion estimation.

The proposed system also makes extensive use of optical flow
estimation to detect motion occlusions and, as a result, the depth or-
dering. Achieving a depth ordering of a frame exploiting occlusions

Fig. 1. Top image: color code to represent optical flow. In the second
row: first frame, forward flows and detected occluded points. In the
third row the second frame, the backward flows and the detected
disocclusions are presented.

and disocclusions is performed using (at least) three frames: the pre-
vious, the current and the next frame. As a first step, the system
estimates forward and backward optical flows between the current
and both the previous and next frames to estimate occlusion points.
After that, a hierarchical region representation of the current image is
built, in our case a Binary Partition Tree (BPT) [7]. The BPT allows
to search for partitions and to obtain occlusion relations which, in
turn, impose depth order constraints between their regions, creating
a depth partition. To achieve a global depth ordering from occlusion
points, a scheme similar to [8] is followed.

In Section 2 the process of finding such occlusion points is ex-
posed. Section 3 explains the different stages of the system that al-
low to go from local motion occlusion points to a global depth order-
ing. Finally, in Section 4 the results of the system are shown, along
with a comparison of current state of the art systems.

2. MOTION (DIS)OCCLUSIONS FROM OPTICAL FLOW

To find dense motion fields between two images, the algorithm [3] is
used. As most motion estimation algorithms, [3] encourages bright-
ness and gradient constancy as well as smoothness of the optical
flow, but does not handle occlusions explicitly.

The approach followed in this work adopts a different scheme
to detect occlusions and disocclusions. In a temporal sequence, oc-
cluded points are visible in the current image It but not in the next
frame It+1. Disoccluded points are visible in It+1 but not in It. The
main assumption of the system is that, when a pixel is visible in both
frames, the flow field creates a one-to-tone correspondence between
these two representations. If this condition is not fulfilled, at least



Fig. 2. First row: Three consecutive frames It−1, It, It+1. Second:
forward and backward flows for image pairs (It, It−1), (It, It+1).
Third row: partition, forward flows fitted and image showing occlu-
sion and disoccluded points. In black: occluded and disoccluded
points. In white, occluding points.

two pixels in one image map to the same pixel in the other image.
To this purpose, the forward and backward flows are estimated.

Forward flow map each pixel of It to It+1 while backward flow do
the reverse operation. Detecting occlusion points is performed using
the forward flow between It and It+1. An explanation on how they
are estimated follows. Obtaining disocclusions is performed equally;
using the backward flow instead, changing the roles of It and It+1.

Optical flow estimation [3] gives a flow vector for each pixel,
even if it is occluded. Therefore, at occlusions, the algorithm tries
to compensate the mismatch in brightness/gradient constraints with
flow smoothness. As a result, there may be several pixels in It which
are mapped to the same pixel in It+1. That is, if an occlusion exists,
there exist two pixels pa and pb in It such that:

pa + bwf
a = pb + bwf

b = pr (1)

with bwf
a and bwf

b being the estimated forward flow values at points
pa and pb respectively. To determine which pixel (either pa or pb)
becomes occluded we compare the neighborhood of both pixels in It

and the neighborhood of pr in It+1. Intuitively, the pixel that does
not become occluded is likely to have a more similar neighborhood
with pr than the pixel becoming occluded. To this end, a difference
of patches centered at pa and pb in image It are computed with
respect to a patch centered in pr in image It+1:

D(px,pr) =
X
d∈Γ

‖It+1(pr + d)− It(px + d)‖2 (2)

where x is either a or b and Γ is a small neighborhood. In practice
Γ is set to a 3x3 square patch centered at (0, 0). If D(pa,pr) >
D(pb,pr), pa is considered to be occluded, pb otherwise. An ex-
ample of occlusion and disocclusion detection is shown in Fig. 1.
This algorithm can be extended if more than two pixels p1 . . .pNo

in It map to the same pixel pr in It+1. In this case, all pixels are
occluded except the one having minimum D(pi,pr), i = 1..No.

2.1. Obtaining occlusion relations

Finding (dis)occluded points is only the first part of the problem. If
some points in an image are known to be occluded, it is also possible
to know which points are the ones occluding them. If the true mo-
tion of the occluded point pu is known in It: wf (pu), the pixel in
It+1 po = pu + wf (pu) is the pixel occluding pu. Having an oc-
clusion relation between a pixel in It and another in It+1 is useless
to achieve a depth ordering in It. To this end, the pixel po is back-

Fig. 3. In columns, left to right: keyframe with flow vectors outlined,
partition and occlusion and disocclusions. (Dis)Occluded points are
shown in black. Occluding points are shown in white.

projected to It using the backward flow to obtain its counterpart po

in the same image than pu. That is, finding the occluding point po in
It is performed by using the forward and backward flows as shown:

po = pu + wf (pu) + wb(pu + wf (pu)) (3)

If the pixel pu is visible in both images, the forward and backward
flows cancel: wf (pu) + wb(pu + wf (pu)) = 0 and po = pu.
If the pixel is occluded, po 6= pu and an occlusion relation exists
(occluded-occluding pixel pair). That is, po is in front of pu.

The main problem of this approach is that the true motion fields
are not known, but some estimations are available. Specially, since
occluded points do not have a true correspondence in the other im-
age, wf 6= bwf . However, it is assumed that the occluding point po

is also visible in It, and therefore wb = bwb.
To have a better estimation of the true forward flow and assum-

ing that a partition of It is available, the flow in each region is as-
sumed to follow a projective (parametric) model. That is, under pla-
nar motion and perspective projection assumptions for a region R,
the flow bw = (bu, bv) is fitted to ew = (eu, ev):

eu(x, y) = a1 + a2x+ a3y + a7x
2 + a8xy (4)ev(x, y) = a4 + a5x+ a6y + a7xy + a8y

2 (5)

Where (x, y) ∈ R. The parameters a1...a8 are estimated with robust
regression using iterative least squares [9]. The fitted flow model is
considered to be the true motion of occluded pixels, ewf = wf and
equation (3) becomes:

po = pu + ewf (pu) + bwb(pu + ewf (pu)) (6)

Disocclusion relations are obtained similarly, using the forward
and backward flows for the image pair It and It−1. An example
of this estimation on a synthetic image is shown in Fig. 2. The
algorithm also works in natural, challenging sequences as can be
seen in Fig. 3.

3. DEPTH ORDERING

In order to obtain the depth order of a frame in a sequence, the pro-
posed system uses three consecutive images: It−1, It and It+1. Oc-
clusions are obtained performing the algorithm in Section 2 with im-
ages It and It+1. Disocclusions are obtained similarly using the im-
ages It and It−1. To introduce region information, the system con-
structs a hierarchical, region-based image representation by means
of a Binary Partition Tree (BPT) [7]. The final depth ordered parti-
tion is obtained by first pruning the BPT and iteratively finding a set



Fig. 4. The five images used to optimize the BPT parameters.

of regions minimizing a cost function based on occlusion relations.

3.1. BPT construction

For each frame It, a BPT is constructed. The BPT is a bottom-up
approach and at each iteration merges the two most similar regions,
for instance according to a distance using color, area and shape [10]:

d(R1, R2) = darea × (αdc + (1− α)dshape) (7)

with α as a weighting parameter between color and shape. The area
and shape distance are the ones exposed in [11]. In this work, the
initial regions are set to an over-segmentation obtained by watershed
on the color gradient.

Since the backward and forward flow information is available,
it can also be included in the tree building process. For instance,
the flow field provides information about horizontal and vertical dis-
placement for each pixel, so it is considered to add two more chan-
nels to the image. Frame It is therefore composed of seven channels:
three for the Lab color space and four for the motion information.

Similar to [8], the considered region model is a full dimensional
histogram (in the case concerning here, 7 dimensions) represented
by signatures. The distance between regions is the Earth Mover’s
Distance (EMD) between signatures [12]. The weights used by the
EMD algorithm to compare two signatures are:

dc(R1, R2) = 1− exp

 
−

7X
i=1

γ(i)‖s1(i)− s2(i)‖2
!

(8)

where s1(i), s2(i) are the the values of the channel i for each sig-
nature. γ(i) are the relative weights assigned to each channel. The
parameters for the BPT, α and γ(i), i = 1..7, are obtained by non-
linear optimization of the criterion in [13]. Very few sequences have
groundtruth segmentation labeling, therefore the optimization was
run over few images in the BDS dataset [14], see Fig. 4.

3.2. Iterative Minimization

After the BPT is constructed, the final depth order is found similarly
to [8]. First, an initial BPT pruning is performed. The proposed
pruning of the BPT outputs a treeB0 defining a partition P0 contain-
ing the minimum number of regions preserving occlusion relations
from the raw estimated optical flows. That is, inP0, all occluded pix-
els belong to different regions than their respective occluding pixel.
Achieving the final depth order partition is stated as the minimiza-
tion of the following cost function:

C(D) =
X
i∈R

pi + λN (9)

Where D is a depth ordered partition. N is the number of regions
in D and R is the set occlusion relations that have been rejected to
construct D. pi is the confidence of the occlusion relations between

Dataset CMU BDS
[14] 83.8% 68.6%

Proposed system 85.3 % 75.1%

Table 1. Comparison of the method in [14] and the proposed system
on figure/ground assignments

regions Ra, Rb. This confidence is defined as the number of oc-
cluding relations (occluded-occluding pixel pairs) Nab between Ra

and Rb with respect to the total number of occlusion relations Nocc

: Nab/Nocc. λ regulates the relative importance of the number of
regions and lies between the minimum and the maximum occlusion
confidences λ = pmin +k(pmax−pmin) where k = 0.3 was found
qualitatively by complete search over the five images in Fig. 4.

To minimize (9), a simple iterative greedy strategy is proposed
from the initial pruned tree B0. The L0 leaves from B0 are chosen
to form the initial partition P0. At each iteration j = 0..J , the algo-
rithm explores partitions P i

j with Lj − 1 regions. For each P i
j the

depth order partition is computed as exposed in Section 3.3. Subse-
quently, Pj+1 is chosen as the explored partition P i

j with minimum
(9). The process is repeated until LJ = 1. When this condition is
reached, the final depth order partition is the one with minimum (9)
among all the explored candidates.

3.3. Depth ordering

When a partition P is available, a Depth Order Graph (DOG) is con-
structed with nodes representing regions. Prior to the graph con-
struction, the flow model in (5) is fitted for each region and the oc-
clusion relations are estimated. A directed weighted edge eab from
regionRa to regionRb exists if there is any estimated occlusion rela-
tion with the occluding pixel being contained inRa and the occluded
in Rb. The weight of eab, 0 ≤ pab ≤ 1 depends on the number of
occlusion relations between these two regions: pab = Nab/Nocc.
Since including directed edges derived from occlusion estimation
may create cycles in the graph, an extra step should be introduced to
eliminate these cycles to allow a possible depth ordering.

As in [8], cycle/conflicts in the DOG are resolved by computing
the approximate Probability of Precedence (PoP) between every pair
of regions. Conflicting edges are removed iteratively, at each step
choosing the minimum cut between the pair of conflicting regions
with minimum PoP. Once the DOG is acyclic, the depth order is
found by topological partial sort. Finally, if there exist regions in the
DOG not having any occlusion relations, they are assigned the depth
of its most similar neighboring region according to (7).

4. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

To evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm, the sys-
tem was run on two different datasets, the CMU [15] and the video
dataset of Berkeley BDS [14]. As reported in [14], the image qual-
ity of the CMU sequences was limiting (blurring, compression arti-
facts). To reduce these effects, the human marked keyframe and the
last frame in the sequence were used. The provided BDS dataset had
a full HD resolution, so images were resampled to 480x270 pixels.

The results of the system are evaluated using figure/ground as-
signments in both datasets as a ground truth on depth ordering is
available. Figure/ground labels are assigned at boundaries where
two different depth planes meet. The closest plane is assigned to
figure and the furthest plane is assigned to ground. Results in Table



Fig. 5. Fore each row: keyframe, ground truth depth ordering, esti-
mated depth ordering and figure/ground labelings on contours. Fig-
ure is marked in green and ground is marked in red.

1 show better performance on both datasets than the algorithm pro-
posed in [14]. This suggests that motion occlusions combined with
regions can be a very reliable cue to determine the depth order of
objects in a scene.

Some depth ordering results in the CMU and BDS dataset are
also presented in Fig. 5 as well as results in other public datasets in
Fig. 6. Plausible depth orders are obtained in most of the cases, al-
though the system can be improved in several ways. First, since the
proposed system relies almost blindly on the optical flow estimation
algorithm, improving the latter could give a better basis to determine
occlusion relations. Since the algorithm [3] used here does not han-
dle occlusions explicitly, the performance of the system is limited
when large occlusions are present.
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